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1. Long-term blood pressure measurements according to
Riva-Rocci – is this data valid?
99% of the blood pressure recordings are performed with the cuff based method introduced by Scipione Riva-Rocci in 1896. This method became accepted for clinical daily routine recording due to its
ease of application. Even long-term blood pressure
measurements are conducted based on thise cuff
method. In doing so day time recordings are taken 4 times per hour and night time recordings (10
pm – 6 am) twice per hour. The decrease in blood
pressure during sleep (Dipping) is deemed to be of
essential diagnostic relevance.

PLM or desaturation are not detected. A causal
classification and correlation to the reasons is
missing.
5. The “Superposition-Effect” of blood pressure (=
increase of the basal blood pressure after repeated fluctuations), a main risk factor for cardiac
infarction and stroke, cannot be identified.
6. Cuff based methods do not allow sleep/wake to
be determined. One third of the German population suffer from some form of insomnia [3]. A
clear assignment of the recorded values to either sleep or wake period is not possible. Wake
stages during time in bed are not recognized.
7. Cuff based methods do not take physical activity into account as a reason for high blood
pressure values during the day. A differentiation between psychogenic and physically caused
hypertension not be made with any degree of
confidence.

1. The inflation of the cuff leads to Arousals [1]
leading to awakenings during sleep in 70% of
recordings. Dependent on the blood pressure
behaviour (DIPPER/NON-DIPPER), the systolic blood pressure is over- or underestimated by
up to 40 mmHg [2].
2. Previous cuff based blood pressure recording
devices do not collect the body position. A
measurement error caused by the hydrostatic
pressure could occur due to position changes.
3. Cuff based methods do not deliver a continuous
blood pressure recording – the true maximum
and minimum values are not detected (REM,
supine position).
4. Cuff based methods don’t allow conclusions
regarding the course of the blood pressure during data points. Fluctuating increases of blood
pressure due to apnoea/hypopnoea, snore,
-3-

Demands on a blood pressure recording
method:
• Non-reactive
• Continuous
• Simultaneously recording the motor
activity enables sleep/wake-differentiation and correlation of blood pressure
fluctuations to psychogenic and physical
sources
• Simultaneous recording of body position
• Simultaneous recording of additional
parameters like ECG and oximetry

The solution:
Blood pressure recording using the
PTT-method from SOMNOmedics.
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2. The solution: Blood pressure measurements using the PTT-method
2.1 Basics of the PTT-method
The PTT based blood pressure measurement using
a non-linear algorithm is an innovative alternative
to conventional cuff based measurement according
to Riva-Rocci. This method uses the dependence
of the Pulse Transit Time (PTT) on blood pressure: The PTT describes the length of time between
two points within the arterial system – in this case
the time the pressure wave needs to travel from the
heart to the finger. This time is dependent on the
pulse wave velocity (PWV). It is also known that
the pulse wave velocity is dependent on the blood
pressure [4]. This coherence is described below in
more detail:
To calculate the velocity of a pulse wave a modified
form of the equation of Moens and Korteweg can
be used [5]. The velocity of the pulse pressure wave
is dependent on the elasticity of the arterial blood
vessels and on the diameter of the vessel:
PWV = f(E)

E = f(P)

The PWV depends on the wall tension – an intrinsic elastic property – of the arterial vessels. The
PWV is higher at a high wall tension compared to
a lower tension: In a stiff pipe the pulse wave propagates faster than in an elastic tube. At a high wall
tension a high blood pressure and at a low wall tension a low blood pressure is existent [6]. Via this
correlation a proposition about the blood pressure
can be done indirectly [4, 7].

2.2 Recording of the blood pressure
using the PTT-method

E = Elasticity
P = Pressure
The proportion for elasticity of a vessel is the Compliance. It is dependent on the change of volume
dV related to the change of pressure dP.
Out of these correlations the following actual situation arises:

dP = pressure change
dV = volume change
V = volume
Ρ = liquid density

Pressure-Volume-Diagram in blood vessels

SOMNOmedics uses the innovative PTT method
for determination of the blood pressure by means
of a patented algorithm [8]. The calculation of the
systolic and diastolic blood pressure is based on a
non-linear correlation between blood pressure (in
mmHg) and Pulse Transit Time (in ms) [9].
A simple method for an ambulatory measurement
of the PTT provides the determination of the interval between the R-wave of the ECG and the arrival
of the corresponding pulse wave at the peripheral
site, at the finger. Conventionally the turning point
of the finger pulse curve is taken as the indicator
for the arrival of the pulse wave [10]. Because every
single pulse wave is detected, a continuous “Beatto-Beat”- recording and analysis is possible [11].
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The pulse wave velocity is dependent on the elasticity of the blood vessel. This is also influenced by
the vessel history (e.g. age, diabetes, etc.) and by the
current blood pressure.

ECG
R-Spike

In order to include these factors in the calculation,
the blood pressure is measured once with a blood
pressure cuff and this value is then calibrated to
the simultaneously measured PTT-value. Using
this one-point-calibration and the patient’s height,
a precise systolic and diastolic blood pressure value
can be calculated for each PTT-value. Previous examinations showed that the value obtained by this
calibration remains constant.
The PTT- method records one PTT- value for every heart beat and the associated point in the finger
pulse curve. The “Beat-to-Beat” determination of
the PTT therefore enables a continuous recording
of the PTT and thus the continuous determination
of the blood pressure.

ECG

Measurement of the PTT with the SOMNOtouch™ NIBP

SOMNOmedics offers the blood pressure determination via the PTT- method in the polysomnography devices of the SOMNOsceen™ series, in addition to the long-term blood pressure measuring
device, the SOMNOtouch™ NIBP.

ECG
R-Spike

PTT

Pleth

Turning Point in
Plethysmogram

Turning Point

PTT (in ms)

PTT

(in ms)
180 mmHg
Syst.
110 mmHg

Beat-to-Beat determination of the PTT
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3. Validation
The Blood Pressure Recording technique using the patented [8] PTT Method developed by SOMNOmedics GmbH presents a valid method for determining the Arterial Blood Pressure. We have validated our
technique against other current methods as described below:

3.1 Validation of SOMNOtouch™ NIBP according to ESH International Protocol
The study protocol was based on European Society of Hypertension International Protocol (ESH
IP) for the validation of blood pressure measuring
devices in adults (O’Brien et al. Blood Pressure
Monitoring 2010, 15:23–38). The study included 33
patients (mean age 63.5 (25-78); BMI 26.3±16.0 kg/
m2; arm circumference 27.6 (20-32) cm; 22 M/11 F)
from low, medium and high BP strata as required

by ESH IP. Validation of the device was performed
according to ESH IP adapted to the distinct characteristics of the device. In particular, as the device requires initial calibration with cuff measurement, a 15 minute interval between calibration and
validation measurements was introduced to verify
calibration maintenance. All validation requirements of the ESH IP were fulfilled (see Table 1) [21].

Table 1: * two out of three required for the first threshold; three out of three required for the second threshold
** number of subjects with two out of three differences ≤5mmHg
*** number of subjects with none of the differences ≤5mmHg

was detected (see Fig. 1, right). SOMNOtouch™
NIBP fulfills ESH IP validity requirements and represents a potentially useful option for cuffless BP
monitoring with lesser interference with nocturnal sleep compared with traditional cuff-based BP
monitoring methods [21].
Diastolic BP SOMNOtouch™ - Diastolic BP auskultatory
[mmHg]

Systolic BP SOMNOtouch™ - Systolic BP auscultatory
[mmHg]

For the systolic blood pressure a correlation of
0.97 with a mean deviation of -0.45 mmHg and
a standard deviation of 4.37 mmHg was detected
(see Fig. 1, left). For the diastolic blood pressure a
correlation of 0.98 with a mean deviation of -0.30
mm Hg and a standard deviation of 2.46 mmHg

Mean of diastolic BP SOMNOtouch™ and diastolic BP auskultatory
[mmHg]

Mean of systolic BP SOMNOtouch™ and systolic BP auskultatory
[mmHg]

Scatter plots comparing SOMNOtouch™ NIBP and auscultatory measurements of systolic (left) and diastolic (right) BP values.
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3.2 Comparison of the PTT Method against the classical cuff based method (RR)
in Ergometry
3.2.1 PTT vs Cuff BP in Ergometry
The gold standard for non-invasive blood pressure
recording is the cuff based method of Riva-Rocci.
To validate the PTT based method, the Systolic
Blood Pressure values were compared to the cuff
based method. The Systolic Blood Pressure using
the PPT Method was recorded simultaneously with
the cuff method in 63 healthy subjects during an
exercise test in which the load was increased step
by step (five steps, from 0.5 W/kg body mass [BM]
to 2,5W/kg BM). The values of the PTT Method
and the cuff based method correlated (r=0,83). [9]

Bland-Altman Plot PTT vs. RR

93.5% of pairs of values are inside the “borders of accordance”. The outliers are based on artifact which occurs
due to movement at high loads.

3.2.2 PTT vs Cuff BP in Ergometry
In order to also validate the Diastolic Blood Pressure, the PTT Method was validated against the cuff
based method of Riva-Rocci. A standard exercise
test was performed with 21 subjects (age 54 years +/- 11 years; BMI 26.8 +/- 3,6 kg/m²). For the
Systolic Blood Pressure a correlation of 0.96 with

a mean deviation of 4 mmHg and a standard deviation of 8 mmHg was detected. For the Diastolic
values a correlation of 0.66 with a mean deviation
of -3 mmHg and a standard deviation of 8 mmHg
was detected. [12]

SOMNOwatch™ plus Blood Pressure (SOW-BP) vs. CASE Blood Pressure Cuff Measurement - Diastolic

Difference CASE - SOW-BP [mmHg]

Difference CASE - SOW-BP [mmHg]

SOMNOwatch™ plus Blood Pressure (SOW-BP) vs. CASE Blood Pressure Cuff Measurement - Systolic

Mean SOW-BP/CASE [mmHg]

Mean SOW-BP/CASE [mmHg]

PTT vs. RR, systolic blood pressure (left) and diastolic blood pressure (right)
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3.3 Comparison of the PTT Method against Cuff BP over night
Patients having a 24 hour cuff based method of Riva-Rocci measurement often complain about their
disturbed nocturnal sleep caused by the measuring
process, which has often been shown to miss drops
in nocturnal blood pressure.

ding to distortions of the measured values of up to
30 mmHg, especially when an ordinary pressure
cuff is used. These arousals can cause a decrease of
the recorded nocturnal RR values and heart rate to
be missed.

To show the influences of the cuff based method in
single recordings, the Arterial Blood Pressure was
determined using the PTT Method and in parallel,
the cuff based method.

A body position change during the night cannot be
detected by a conventional RR-recording, but can
lead to a difference of up to 15 mmHg a worst case
situation and should be included in the interpretation of the nocturnal blood pressure behavior. [2]

Tönnesmann et al. showed that 24 hour RR measurements cause arousal reactions during sleep lea-

Due to the inflation of the cuff (cuff pressure) an Arousal occurs
(EEG Frequency). This leads to an increase in the Blood Pressure

Due to changes of the body position the hydrostatic pressure on the cuff changes.
-8-
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3.4 Comparison of the PTT Method against Cuff BP during nCPAP Therapy
The CPAP (=continuous positive airway pressure)
therapy is the method of choice for therapy of obstructive sleep disorders. To detect a possible effect
of the CPAP therapy on the determination of the
blood pressure using the PTT Method, a comparison to the Cuff BP Method was performed. Schmalgemeier et al. (2011) increased the PAP (=positive
airway pressure) from 0 cm H2O up to 12 cm H2O
in 64 patients. Without CPAP, the correlation bet-

ween the Cuff BP Method and the PTT Method is
r=0.94 for Systolic and r=0.95 for Diastolic Values.
The absolute values without CPAP differ by 4.1+/3.2 mmHg for Systolic and by 2.3 +/- 2.2 mmHg for
Diastolic Blood Pressure values.
With increasing CPAP Pressure the values of RR
and PTT differ by up to 6.6 +/- 4.9 mmHg for Systolic and 4.4 +/- 3.5 mmHg for Diastolic Pressure
at 12 cm H2O PAP. [13]

3.5 Comparison of the PTT-method with the Penaz-method
me) were diagnosed using Polysomnography. The
Blood Pressure was recorded for 8 hours using the
PTT Method and the Penaz method.
The correlation of the detected Blood Pressure
changes is r=0,6. The correlation of the minimum
and maximum Blood Pressure changes is r=0,69.
Both techniques similarly identified the respiratory related (apnea and hypopnea) Blood Pressure
changes. [20]

delta BP [mmhg]

difference mean BP - delta BP SOMNOscreen
[mmHg]

Cuff based Blood Pressure recordings are inappropriate for evaluating Blood Pressure during sleep.
The physiological reaction (arousal reaction [4])
and the time differences between two recordings
influence the result and important events will be
missed. To show that the PTT method is suitable
for measuring respiratory induced fluctuations of
the Blood Pressure, especially in apnea patients, we
validated it against the Portapres System from the
company FMS. 12 Patients with a suspected diagnosis of OSAS (=obstructive sleep apnea syndro-

mean delta BP [mmHg]

The range of the blood pressure changes can be detected
by the PTT and the Penaz-method in a similar sound way.

The difference (1,96 SD < 13,8 mmHg) between both measurement techniques in the Bland-Altman-Plot (comparing the absolut blood pressure values) is in a similar range
as in studies which use cuff-based methods or intra-arterial measurements as a reference.
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3.6 Comparison of the PTT method with Invasive Blood Pressure Recording
3.6.1 PTT vs. invasive during Dobutamin application
The Invasive Measurement of Blood Pressure is
the gold standard. It is used in intensive care units
(ICU) operating theatres etc. The Blood Pressure
of the patients in an ICU should be kept constant.
Therefore, this raises a problem when trying to
compare a new method with the gold standard. To
create high blood pressure ranges that are necessary for the estimation of the correlation, healthy
subjects received Dobutamine intravenously in the
following dosages: 5, 10 and 20 μg/kg body weight.

The positive inotropic effect of Dobutamine leads
to an increase of the blood pressure by up to 220
mmHg with only a slight effect on the heart rate.
The Arterial Blood Pressure was determined in parallel with the PTT method and the Invasive method.
The correlation with dobutamine dependent Blood
Pressure increases is r=0.95 for the Systolic Blood
Pressure. No effect of Dobutamine on the Diastolic
Blood Pressure could be detected. [14]

BP		

PTT

High correlation of systolic values with PTT and
intra-arterial measurement

Bland-Altmann plot of the systolic BP of all patients (n=107)

3.6.2 PTT vs. invasive
In a period of 60 minutes the PTT Method was
compared to the Invasive method. Bartsch et al.
(2010) showed that there were no significant differences between the recorded values in the subpopulations and the total population.
The PTT Method can provide values in cardiology
patients in whom the R-peak in the ECG and sufficient blood ejection from the heart can be detected. [15]

difference
systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

difference
diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

In order to show that the PTT-method is also suitable for patients with a cardiac pathology, three
different populations in an intensive care unit were
examined. They were separated into the following
groups: Group 1: Non-hypotensive patients without arrhythmia; Group 2: Patients with hypotension at the beginning of recordings; Group 3: Patients with arrhythmia (arrhythmia = absolute or
complete bundle branch block).

Average
systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

Average
diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

Differences between invasive and PTT blood pressure values in the entire group
- 10 -
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4. The SOMNOtouch™ NIBP
The SOMNOtouch NIBP™ is an ambulatory blood
pressure gauge for continuous, non-invasive and
non-reactive determination of systolic and diastolic blood pressure, beat-to-beat.
By simultaneously recording the ECG and finger
plethysmogram (including oxygen saturation), the
PTT is calculated in the analysis software. By means of a one-time calibration the systolic and diastolic blood pressure can be calculated.
The exact values for systolic and diastolic blood
pressure are displayed on the high resolution touch
screen display precisely for each heart beat.

Main device SOMNOtouch™ NIBP

More than an ambulant blood pressure recording device

Application of sensors for SOMNOtouch™ NIBP

The internal movement sensors of the SOMNOwatch™ plus collects the motor activity and and the
body position of the patient. By showing the activity one can distinguish between physiological and
psychogenic blood pressure increases.
By means of the activity profile and the body position recording it is possible to perform a valid sleep/
wake analysis [16]. A further sensor is needed to
detect the ambient light, because in sleep medicine “Lights Off” in the evening is synonymous with
the beginning of “Time In Bed”. Where a change
in body position coincides with a decrease in light
intensity, the time point of going to bed is acurately indicated. Therefore, the “Night Time” period,
which is important for the “Dipping”, can be determined individually.

The Event -Marker -Button on the SOMNOtouch™ NIBP, adds an additional level of accuracy in calculating the Time in Bed. e.g. The patient is instructed to press this button three times when going to sleep.
Pressing the event button displayes a marker on the recording. In addition this marker enables the documentation of important events like dizziness, climbing stairs, jogging, allodromy, etc.

- 11 -
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5. Advantages of the SOMNOtouch™ NIBP compared to the
Riva-Rocci -Method
Non-reactive, cuff-free and non-invasive recording:
• no paraesthesia/pain even at high blood pressure
• no disturbance of night’s sleep caused by pressure generation of recording device
• no distortion of outcome due to arousal reactions.
Continuous recording with acquisition of minimum and maximum values.

Classification of blood pressure values by means
of the internal sleep/wake-analysis [16]. The actual
sleep phases (instead of the predefined nocturnal
22:00 to 06:00 assignment) are determined and the
corresponding blood pressure values are evaluated.
For the physician this means:
• accurate interpretation of data during daytime,
because the motor activity and the heart rate
are recorded simultaneously with the blood
pressure
• accurate interpretation of data at night, because through the sleep-wake-analysis, the
blood pressure values can be assigned to the
respective state.
• simultaneous, continuous and non-reactive recording of the blood pressure, ECG and oxygen saturation give a comparative analysis of
the various vital parameters

Simultaneous recording of ECG, oxygen saturation
and motor activity:
• cardiogenic events are documented within the
ECG
- event marker facilitates the location of events
recorded by the patient
- automatic ECG analysis
• desaturations are documented, evidence for
breathing dysfunction
• differentiation between physiological and psy- For the patient this means:
• a comfortable blood pressure measurement,
chogenic blood pressure peaks
which is can be used repeatedly for therapycontrols
Correction of measuring errors during body position changes.

One device – many applications
A measurement using the SOMNOtouch™ NIBP
combines the benefits of several devices:
•  long term blood pressure recording device
•  long term ECG
•  actigraph
•  pulse oxymeter
This makes a simultaneous, continuous and nonreactive recording of blood pressure, ECGs and
oxygen saturation and thus a comparative analysis
of several vital parameters is provided.

Sleep Wake Rhythm

ECG

Pulse Oximetry

Blood Pressure

Actigraphy

Heart Rate Variability
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6. Areas of application for the SOMNOtouch™ NIBP
During long-term Blood Pressure Measurements,
it is recommended that the ECG be simultaneously
recorded. This is needed to correlate blood pressure
events with ECG events.
Simultaneous recordings have the additional benefit of cost saving as well as reducing stress for the
patient.

Recommended hypertension diagnostics (according to ESH/ESC guidelines [17]), which the
SOMNOtouch™ NIBP can provide:
• 24-h ambulatory blood pressure measurement
• long term ECG

The SOMNOtouch™ NIBP allows three routine examinations simultaneously with one device – long
term blood pressure, long term ECG and oximetry.

6.1 Long-term blood pressure recording (up to 24h)
The blood pressure represents a highly fluctuating
vital parameter [14], which should not be examined
separately from other vital parameters. The SOMNOtouch™ NIBP makes it possible for the user to
gather and analyse various parameters simultaneously.
S/W

The recording of the body position allows sleep/
wake to be determined. A direct comparison of
heart rate, blood pressure and SpO2 takes place
within the analysis window.

Wake

NONREM

NONREM

NONREM

Wake

Act.

Body
Position

back
Supine

Sup Supine

Supine

Supine

Sup

Supine

Supine

Supine

back
right

left

left

right

left

prone

Hf

Syst.
Diast.

Act/BP

ECG 3

ECG 2

ECG 1

Above: Overall view of a long term blood pressure measurement, highlighted in grey is the “Time In Bed”,
Below: Comparison of ECG and Plethysmogram: Identification of the hemodynamic relevance by simultaneous monitoring the
ECG and the associated pulse wave within the plethysmogram
- 13 -
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Blood pressure analysis during daytime
Simultaneous recording of blood pressure and motor activity allows a differentiation in physical- and
psychogenic- triggered blood pressure increases.
Act

Hf

Syst.
Diast.

Correlation between increase of activity (Akt) and increase of heart rate (HR) and blood pressure (Systolic/Diastolic)

Blood pressure during sleep
The day-/night -rhythm of the blood pressure has
a high relevance from a clinical point of view. At
night an optimal perfusion of the organs is only
guaranteed within certain blood pressure limits.
S/W

Sleep

With the help of the sleep/wake- profile [16] the
blood pressure values can be assigned to states of
Sleep and Wake and can be considered for the analysis.

Wake

Sleep

Wake

Act.
Body
Position

Hf

Syst.
Diast.

Drop of the blood pressure (BP) during sleep, sleep determination via the recorded activity (Akt) and body position (KL)

A drop of 10% during sleep is physiological (Dipper). In case this night-drop is too small or is completely missing, this is called a Non-Dipper. This

diagnoses means a more severe progression, a higher rate of organ damage and a worse prognosis for
a hypertensive person.

Clear drop of blood pressure for a Dipper, many blood pressure peaks cause a high blood pressure during sleep for a Non-Dipper

The day/night -drop of blood pressure can be depicted statistically (please see blood pressure report, p.
15) and visually (above).
- 14 -
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Classification Dipper
Normal Dipper
> 10%- < 20% drop of blood pressure from daytime level
Non-Dipper		
< 10% - 0% drop of blood pressure from daytime level
Inverted Dipper
Increase of blood pressure at night
Extreme Dipper
> 20% drop of blood pressure from daytime level

Blood pressure behaviour during arousal reactions
Continuous recording of blood pressure values
enables a detailed observation of the blood pressure course. Caused by arousal reactions, the blood
pressure can deviate by up to 40 mmHg from the

actual values during sleep [2].
The blood pressure of a Dipper increases because of
an arousal reaction. With the aid of the sleep/wake
profile this can be identified.

S/W

Act.

Syst.
Diast.

Increase of blood pressure due to an arousal (boxes)

Apnoeic patients often suffer from hypertension [19], an arousal reaction leads to a drop of blood pressure for this patient population because the stressor apnoe prevails only during sleep.
S/W

SpO2

Hf

Body Position

Syst.

Drop of blood pressure during awakening (boxes)
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Nocturnal Blood Pressure Fluctuations (NBPF)
The obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS)
is highly correlated with arterial hypertension
and cardiovascular diseases. Non-invasive blood
pressure (BP) measurements using the pulse transit time enable a continuous BP detection during
sleep.
In this study we investigate apnoea/hypopnoea
related nocturnal blood pressure fluctuations
(NBPFs), which cause extreme high systolic BP values (superposition of BP fluctuations). 36 patients

A) Sequence of obstructive Apneas (blue) during NON-REM and
REM transition. At the end of Apneas, arousals cause transient
increase of HR (green) and systolic BP (red)
B) Superposition periods are characterized by rise of systolic BP
baseline of > 10 mmHg and an increase of NBPF. Non-Superposition periods are defined by no increase of systolic BP
baseline while NBPF.

(27 males, 9 females) with the diagnosis of OSAS
were included in the study. A polysomnography
(SOMNOscreen™ plus) of the night sleep was performed and the physiological data were analyzed
according to AASM. BP was determined from the
pulse transit time by using a BP-pulse wave velocity-function. A continuous increase of the BP baseline, which occurred during a period of apnoeas/
hypopnoeas, was considered as “Superposition”
and analyzed versus “Non-Superposition” periods.

Selection of raw data indicating Superposition (red area) vs.
Non-Superposition period (grey area) of the same duration.
Systolic BP rise of less than 10 mmHg are not included.

A total of 75 superpositions were detected. The
average increase of the basal BP in these areas was
15.4 + 7.5 mmHg with a range from 5 to 49 mmHg.
Average duration of the superposition was 18 + 10
minutes. Superpositions were related to the time
spent in apnoea, mean heart rate, and decrease of
SpO2. Most superpositions were observed during
rapid eye movement sleep (76%). The supine sleeping position was preferred compared to lateral
position (53%).

This study demonstrates a new phenomenon, namely the superposition of nocturnal BP fluctuations (NBPF), which was obtained by application
of non-invasive and continuous BP measurement
based on the pulse transit time. These BP elevations reflect sympathetic activation and may be important for the development of OSAS related hypertension. The increased BP during superposition
may increase the risk for cardiovascular events.
This study emphasizes the significance of continuous BP measurement in sleep.

- 16 -
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Blood pressure report
Thanks to the report function the user obtains a
detailed blood pressure report.
The trend of the systolic and diastolic blood pressure, the mean arterial pressure, as well as the pulse and the pulse pressure are graphically displayed.

The overview table shows the result of the measurement with all statistically relevant values for the
day, night and for the entire measurement. The lowering from day to night can be directly estimated
through the percentage loss.

It is also possible to show the blood pressure trends
in a table. An overview of all values of blood pressure and heart rate measured in 15/30 minute intervals is presented. Additionally, the activity levels
at specific data points are shown. By comparison,
the average values between the measurement periods are also shown.

- 17 -
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6.2 Long-term ECG (up to 24h)
The long term or Holter ECG is used to examine cardiac arrhythmia in more detail. Also rarely
occurring rhythm disturbances are detected. The
SOMNOtouch™ NIBP records a 3 channel ECG
with up to 6 leads (I, II, III plus aVF, aVL and aVR).

Bradycardia, tachycardia and arrhythmia are recognized and displayed. Thanks to the integrated actigraphy sensor, the motor activity can be compared to the heart rate. Thus activity related rhythm
disturbances can be detected and diagnosed.

Act

Hf

Increase of the motor activity (Act) with simultaneous increase of heart rate (HR)

Through the acquisition of the ECG, especially the R-spike, the software calculates the RR-intervals and
is able to determine the heart rate variability (HRV) and the sympathovagal- balance thereof.

sympathetic nerve

Diagram of heart rate variability and sympathovagal-balance derived from ECG data

A Poincaré-Plot is also provided. Here every RRinterval is related to its successor. The shape of the
emerging point cloud gives information about the
HRV of the patient. For a heart-healthy patient this
point cloud has the shape of a club which lies on
the diagonal of the diagram.

Presentation of the HRV within a Poincaré-Plot
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For a detailed analysis of the recorded data you can use the fully integrated Schiller Darwin ECG long
term arrhythmia analysis module.

Screenshot of the Schiller Darwin software interface

6.3 Extended diagnosis
With the help of the pulse oximeter, it is possible to
perform respiratory diagnosis. Possible reasons for
hypertonia may be respiratory-related and sleep
disorders like obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome
(OSAS) may be seen [19].
OSAS is a breathing disorder which occurs during
sleep within the upper nasopharyngeal zone/throat
due to atony of the tissue which blocks the respiratory airway. Obstructions usually occur during
REM-sleep or in a supine position. Due to these
apnoeic periods, the patient breathes less which
can result in an Oxygen deficit.

This is shown by a desaturation which is detected
using the SpO2 measurement. In order to counteract this undersupply, the sympathetic nervous system is activated. This leads to an arousal reaction
which triggers the breathing to resume but which
also fragments the sleep and causes cardiac stress.
Thanks to the simultaneous recording of the oxygen saturation, of the plethysmogram and the
blood pressure the user receives indications regarding sleep related ventilatory dysfunctions like
OSAS.

SpO2

syst.

BP
diast.

Comparison of the oxygen saturation (above) and the blood pressure (below) during a REM period of an OSAS patient.
After each desaturation a blood pressure increase can be seen.
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Further sleep related ventilation dysfunctions saturation during night. The report of the oxygen
which can be identified by the oximetry are alveo- saturation provides detailed information about the
lar hypoventilation or a diffusion dysfunction (e.g. respiratory status of the patient during the night.
pneumonia). These are shown by a low SpO2 –basal

Distribution of the SpO2 values during
the whole sleeping time

Section from the report for SpO2 saturation
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7. List of abbreviations
Act		
BM		
BP		
CPAP		
ECG		
Hf		
HRV		
MAP		
nCPAP		
OSAS		
PAP		
PTT		
PWV		
SOT		
SVB		

-

motoric activity
Body Mass
Blood Pressure
Continuous positive airway pressure
Electrocardiogram
Heart frequency
Heart Rate Variability
Mean Arterial Pressure
nasal CPAP
Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome
Positive Airway Pressure
Pulse Transit Time
Pulse Wave Velocity
SOMNOtouch™
Sympathovagal-Balance

8. Technical Data
Technical Data:
SOMNOtouch™ NIBP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recording of the following parameter:
blood pressure, systolic and diastolic
ECG
SpO2
finger pulse waveform (plethysmogram)
motor activity
body position
light
patient marker

Specifications:
• Display: high resolution, colored touch display,
resolution 320 x 240 px
• Li-Ion-battery (rechargeable), up to 26 hours
recording duration
• Data transfer via bluetooth, wireless data
transfer in realtime to tablet PC or smartphone
• 12 Bit signal resolution
• Individually adjustable recording rate from 4/s
to 512/s
• Size and weight: 74 x 55 x 16 mm, 58g (incl.
battery)
• Data storage: internal data storage, 512 MB
• Charging and data transfer via docking station
Measurement range:
• systolic: 100-240 mmHg
• diastolic: 60-120 mmHg
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